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Abstract: Modern information and communication expansion is one of theinstruments of geopolitical influence, which is used along with military andeconomic expansion to achieve dominance in a specific target region. Theauthor, based on a systematic approach, attempts to explore the current stateof the information and communication space of the Balkans.The article considers the issue of information and communication expansionof Western countries in the Balkan political arena, with clearly defined goalspursued by the US and the EU, which do not always coincide. In recent yearsthey have even come into a certain contradiction, especially sincedissatisfaction with the European Union is ripening in the Balkans due to theEU’s new approach in the form of “privileged partnership”. It is shown that, onthe one hand, the process of external acquisition by foreign actors of key massmedia, Internet providers and mobile communications of the Balkan states iscurrently underway (ideally they are interested in establishing full control overthe media and mobile communication systems of the Balkans). On the otherhand, the thesis in the Western mass media that Russia systematically affectsit, for which information campaigns allegedly have long been a habitual affair,blows onto the media space of the Balkan countries. Accordingly, the mediavery clearly follow the EU and NATO orders, that is, they work out the financing,demonizing Russia.The author believes that the United States and the EU see their main task inthe formation and education of a new generation of young analysts andexperts who could defend the positions of Western countries and leadinginternational organizations, explain to the population their advantages, andgive favorable forecasts for them. Various structures, information and
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analytical centers, academies and institutes specially created for this purpose,as well as other Western foundations and non-governmental organizations(NGOs), were called upon to unite such experts, to form a pool from them.Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) as actors of information expansiontoday have a significant impact on the formation of the public and civilenvironment in the Balkan space. At the same time, the activities of many localand international non-governmental organizations, essentially financed byWestern structures, often constitute interference in the domestic and foreignpolicy of the state and can be a threat to national and regional security. Basedon the research materials of a number of scientists from Serbia and Bulgaria,the author emphasizes that in the current conditions, we can expect a furtherdeepening of the split in the European Union itself on the main Balkanproblems, as well as an increase in the attention of the capitals of the Balkan’scountries to alternative integration projects, including with the participationof Russia, China, and other world powers. On the other hand, it can be saidthat the post-truth propagated by the Western media mainstream,nevertheless, cannot compete with reality. Therefore, the best way ofinformation interaction and cooperation is not aggressive propaganda butjoint practical activities in the humanitarian sphere and other areas of mutualinterest to all parties.
Keywords: EU, Balkan, information expansion, mass-media, Russia, non-governmental organizations, geopolitical influence.
Preface. Modern information and communication expansion is aninstrument of geopolitical influence that is used along with military andeconomic expansion to achieve dominance in the target region.Therefore, speaking about the information and communicationexpansion of the West in the Balkans during the post-Soviet period, it isnecessary to clearly define its goals pursued by the US and the EU, whichdo not always coincide and lately have even come into some sort ofconflict with each other. At the first stage, the collapse of the USSR andthe dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, the main goal of Western propagandawas “decommunization” of the Balkan countries, which had beenpreviously within the Soviet Union’s sphere of influence, in order todestroy the existing “pro-Soviet” political landscape (destruction of somestates and creation of others on their ruins). And the West was at one inthinking of the necessity to implement this plan, which wasdemonstrated by the “humanitarian” NATO bombings of Yugoslavia (itshould be noted that one of the priority targets of these bombings were
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radio and television centres)2. And when the NATO military bloc bombedthe Radio Television of Serbia (RTS) in 1999, its arguments were clearlybuilt on the simple fact that television inevitably spreads propaganda onbehalf of its owner. Therefore, since its owner was a hostile state, andpropaganda is an integral part of any war, NATO considered television tobe a weapon in this war and, therefore, a legitimate target for attack. Thetendencies and goals of Western propaganda after 1989 were perceivedby most of the public in the Balkan countries as a “new interpretation ofhistory.” In fact, NATO did not collapse (unlike the Warsaw Pact), and theWestern propaganda did not change its practices, except for its wording,which became an anti-Russian instead of anti-Soviet. The evidentabsence of an ideological basis in this propaganda shows that the ColdWar is not ideological warfare, but rather a war for resources and againstthe Slavs as a cultural community. Later on, from the beginning of the2000s, the information policy of the West in respect of the Balkans wasstill uniform – the main emphasis was made on the introduction ofWestern standards in modern media in the Balkan countries, on thecreation of new national sources of information under the control ofWestern entities. These new Balkan mass media were supposed tocounteract the “Russian information expansion”, which increasinglyfrightened Western elites since the EU countries and then the UnitedStates began to lose their positions on the international stage. As thecrisis of the West-centric world order escalated, which was acceleratedby Donald Trump’s rise to power, the contradictions between its pillars– the United States and the EU – began to grow, including in the Balkanregion. Besides, currently, one can expect in the Balkans a deeper splitwithin the European Union itself, in particular, between Paris and Berlin,as well as a shift in emphasis towards alternative integration processesin the Balkan countries, including those involving Russia, China andseveral other world powers. That is why this fact has been reflected todayin the tasks that the EU leadership and the US leader are charging withtheir information policymakers. And the current situation around the
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informational influence and the general strategy of the Western nationsaim to spur the maximum isolation of the Balkan and Eastern Europeancountries from Russia, in order to hinder Russian integration and culturalinfluence since the role of the Russian language, Russian media landscapeand Russian culture is still quite essential. All this predetermined theinformation expansion of the West in the region, which was put intopractice under the slogan “transition from dictatorship to democracy”and gave rise to a whole series of ‘colour revolutions’ in the post-Sovietspace or attempts to make them. Therefore, the West pays close attentionto the formation of a beneficial information-communication andinformation-analytic landscape in the Balkans. Based on this, the UnitedStates and the EU see their main task in the formation and upbringing ofa new generation of analysts and experts who could defend the positionsof Western countries and leading international organizations, enlightenthe public about their advantages, and make forecasts beneficial forthem. Various entities were called upon to unite such experts to form acertain pool of them – different think tanks, academies and institutesspecially created for these purposes, as well as other Western funds andnon-governmental organizations (NGOs). However, the existence ofNGOs sponsored by the West is not enough to achieve strategic goals, tobuild a certain ground for regional humanitarian and other kinds ofintervention. To effectively manage this process, it is necessary to raisea local pro-Western “intellectual elite” since the opinions and judgementsof local media personalities always inspire more confidence among thepopulation than the speeches of foreign guests, and secondly, theactivities of Western emissaries remain rather difficult in some countriesdue to the specifics and characteristics of their political construction.
INFORMATION STRATEGY PURSUED 

BY THE EU IN THE BALKANSIn September 2017, Jean-Claude Juncker delivered the report “On theState of the Union” and elaborated on a “new word” of Brussels as partof the certain propaganda campaign, which supposedly opened the doorsof the EU to the states of the region. Later on, on February 6, 2018, the
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European Commission adopted the strategy “A credible outlook forenlargement of the EU and closer cooperation with the Western Balkans”.However, let us take a closer look at the advantages the European Unionis really offering to its potential and even “officially” recognizedcandidates (Albania, Macedonia, Serbia, Montenegro), and what itexpects from them in return. Earlier at the meeting of the EuropeanCouncil (2003) in Thessaloniki, a paradigm was proposed concerning aspecial European path for the countries of the Western Balkans whichare in fact already surrounded by the EU countries and admit to sharinga common history and common European destiny. Moreover, in 2017Jean-Claude Juncker said that stability and security in the EU could onlybe ensured by the accession of the Western Balkans countries. Andreorientation of the Balkan countries towards the standards andpractices of the European Union was a reliable fact for the remainingrepresentatives of the EU institutions. In fact, since the early 2000s, theEuropean Union has taken specific steps to integrate the economies andsocio-political regimes of these states into its sphere of influence. Thisboosted the rapid growth of trade turnover (80% increase in comparisonto 2016, and over the last five years, the EU has invested more than 10billion euro in the Balkan countries) and led to various kinds ofhumanitarian cooperation. The European Union desired to give theimpression that Brussels opened the doors to countries of the regionwilling to join the EU. But after careful consideration of the whole processin general, we can conclude that the European Union pursues acompletely different main goal. First, the EU wishes to strengthen theexisting instruments of control and influence on the domestic and foreignpolicy of the Balkan countries. Secondly, the EU would like to prevent thestrengthening of positions held by EU’s serious rivals in the Balkans, suchas Russia, China, Turkey, and the Arab countries. Thirdly, the EU strivesto strengthen collapsed credibility and improve the image of the EU in ageopolitically important region. Therefore, the European External ActionService (EEAS) created in April 2015 a special task force for strategiccommunications (East StratCom Task Force) to counteract especially theRussian influence in the informational sphere. And in October 2017, thegovernments of several European countries demanded FedericaMogherini that the EEAS significantly expands its activities in the fight
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against Russian propaganda, especially in Southern Europe and theWestern Balkans. Moreover, the promised accession of the applicantcountries to the European Union is today seen as a matter of an uncertainfuture, which in reality depends on a large number of subjectivevariables, due to which it is impossible to predict the timing for potentialaccession. Therefore, the countries most-longing for EU membershiphave found and even successfully tried a number of ways to spur theprocess of European integration. These include, among other things,overtures to the EU’s rivals, and threats of destabilization, andnationalistic narrative contradicting all the European standards, andeven demonstrative unwillingness to observe the recommendations ofBrussels. All this, of course, provoked the emergence of a new strategyof the European Union, but no one can guarantee that the new campaignwill be effective and able to provide more reliable control over the regionfrom Brussels. Speaking about its enlargement, the European Union triesto demonstrate its willingness to implement and disseminate its ideologyand governance model. In addition, this enlargement, according toEuropean planners, is expected to push the US to perceive the EU as amore equal partner. In any case, the new European strategy is likely tohelp the European Union gain some time (Kandel, 2018, p. 18).  
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION STRATEGY 

OF THE USA IN THE BALKANSWashington’s information strategy in the Balkans is determined bya certain concern about the prospects for the US presence in this regionand reflects worries about the negative deformation of the perception ofAmerica as a world leader and guarantor of European security. Since the1990s, the Balkans have become an important region in the structure ofUS foreign policy interests due to their position in terms of geopolitics,transportation, and logistics. On the other hand, it was exactly the placewhere the United States was able to demonstrate its leadership andstrength on the international stage3. Today, it is much more difficult to
3 Serbia became the target of this demonstration at least twice – in 1995 and 1999.



apply methods similar to those used twenty years ago: the world haschanged, the attitude towards such actions within the United States haschanged, and, most importantly, the willingness of the American elitesto go in for them has also changed. The present environment does notrequire the degree of presence and display of force that the United Statesused in the 1990s. Nevertheless, the desire for domination, which stillexists in the minds of many Washington residents, forces the USadministration to maintain its already acquired positions, whileconsidering two main threats: in geopolitics and cyber security. In thiscontext, Russia is viewed by the American powers that be and Trump’sAdministration as the most active and serious player in the “soft power”informational landscape and the main “contributor” hindering theintegration of the Balkan countries into the Euro-Atlantic structures.Moreover, the greatest concern is caused by the military-technicalcooperation between Russia and Serbia. The US Agency for InternationalDevelopment (USAID) has recently developed a concept to counterforcethe malignant influence of the Kremlin, condensed down to three pages.The concept identifies four main areas on which, according to USAID, itis necessary to focus in the fight against Russia in Europe. One arearelates to interaction with independent media and counteringmanipulation of information. The main proposals for this area relate, firstof all, to the freedom of the media and are aimed at increasing the abilityof the media to deliver reliable information. Secondly, they relate to thetraining in media literacy and the formation of public demand anddemand for high-quality journalism as well as ensuring freedom of thepress4 (Wiśniewski, 2016). In this sense, the most illustrative was thelatest campaign against Russian interference in Montenegro. Recently(for about 8 years), the Western mass media have been activelypromoting the thesis that Russia, for which information campaigns havelong become a habit, is systematically influencing the media space of theBalkan countries. “The Kremlin’s strategy is to form the image of Russiaas a great power and powerful ally among the population of these states”
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as stated in reporting contributed by the Washington Post (Wiśniewski,2016). The contributors emphasize that the propaganda campaign of theRussian Federation is mainly focused on the Orthodox communities inthe Balkans and the Serbs. The key instruments of the information policyof Russia in the region are RT and Sputnik Srbija TV channels, which inevery possible way popularise the special relations between Russia andthe Slavs. In testimony of these theses, the Washington Post puts forwardthe assertion that RT and Sputnik regularly refer to the common Slavichistory and culture, emphasizing the important role of Russia in the fateof the Balkan countries. These agencies also actively use anti-Westernnarrative, referring to those events and ideas that find a wide response,especially among the Serbs, for example, the NATO bombing (1999). Atthe same time, the Western countries are shown in the Russian media asculturally alien to the Serbs and unable to understand the so-called“Slavic exclusivity”. Russia is trying not only to build a dialogue with theBalkan countries but also to pull them away from the West, theWashington Post notes. According to polls, many Serbian citizens wouldlike to see their country as an ally of Russia, not European states, asemphasized by the contributor of the article in the Washington Post(Wiśniewski, 2016). Therefore, the key statement in the mainstream ofWestern media is that the United States and the EU should pay the mostattention to the Balkan information policy of the Russian Federation andanalyse the experience of its implementation. Until now, Western leadershave failed to develop a convincing concept of the unity of the Balkanstates and Europe. As a result, public support for the European Union inthese countries began to decline. 
CONTROL OF THE INFORMATION SPACE IN THE BALKANSCurrently, the process of external acquisition of the media of theBalkan states is actively underway. The American private investmentfund Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (KKR) has been successfully operating inthis region for several years. Its leadership includes a four-star GeneralDavid Petraeus, who was a director of the CIA in September 2011 –November 2012. Under the leadership of Petraeus, a real media empire
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was created in the Balkan region. Prior to leaving military service,Petraeus commanded a multinational force in Iraq (February 2007 -September 2008) and was the commander of US and NATO forces inAfghanistan (July 2010 – July 2011). At the end of 2016, Donald Trumpconsidered Petraeus’s candidacy for the post of head of Americandiplomacy, but he chose to stay in KKR, already as a partner. GeneralPetraeus is also a member of the US Council on Foreign Relations and aregular member of the Bilderberg Club meetings (Houzelot, 2018).L’Observatoire des Journalists5 presented a detailed investigation intothe activities of General David Petraeus. The publication states: “Movinginto the business world, the former civil servant immediately showed hisworth, expanding the already impressive portfolio of KKR. At that time,back in 2013, the fund channelled its first direct investments in Easternand Central Europe to purchase the United Group media company(SBB/Telemach). The transaction volume was not disclosed, but it wasestimated to exceed EUR 1 bn.” The United Group brought together thelargest cable and satellite TV operators and key Internet serviceproviders in the former Yugoslavia, covering nearly two million users.Among them were: • SBB (Serbia Broadband) – Serbia’s largest cable TV operator andInternet service provider with 700,000 users; • Total TV – Serbia’s leading satellite TV network covering all sixcountries of the former Yugoslavia; • NetTV Plus – the main operator of IPTV; • Telemach – leading cable TV operator and Internet service providerin Slovenia and Bosnia and Herzegovina (BH); • United Media – TV channels Sport klub, Cinemania, Ultra, Mini Ultra,Lov i ribolov (hunting and fishing); • СASMedia – the largest advertising agency on cable and satellitetelevision. In 2014, the KKR Foundation significantly strengthened its influencein the region. Through the United Group was acquired a controlling stake
5 The French Investigative Association of Journalists belonging to the right-wing of theFrench media. Created in 2012.



in Montenegro’s cable television operator BBM and Grand Production, agiant of the entertainment industry in turbo-folk. Then KKR became a co-owner of Blic.rs (Serbia’s most popular information website), havingbought 49% of the digital division from Ringier, a Swiss media group. Inaddition, the foundation launched its own regional television network N1TV with studios in Belgrade, Sarajevo, and Zagreb, becoming an exclusivepartner of CNN. “Through this controversial campaign, the United Grouphas united TV content production with its distribution,” as reported byL’Observatoire des Journalistes (Houzelot, 2018). Subsequently, KKRacquired the Slovenian Tušmobil (2015). This was, perhaps, the first casewhen a cable TV operator acquired a mobile network operator. In 2017,the fund received the Central European Media Enterprises (CME)business in Croatia and Slovenia, including TV Nova, the most popularchannel among the Croats. The evening news program of this channel wasthe highest-rated program in the country, as well as POR-TV, whose 24urprogram is, in fact, the main news program in Slovenia. Simultaneously,the United Group continued to expand its sphere of influence by accessingthe landline and mobile telephony market and acquiring its rivals,including BHB Сable TV (Bosnia and Herzegovina), M-kabl (Montenegro),and Ikom (Serbia). The Serbian Media Ownership and Control Reportprovides specific examples of the lack of transparency in the Serbianmedia and names the true owners of newspapers, magazines, radiostations, and TV channels. (The Journalists’ Association of Serbia, 2015).According to this report, the owners of a major part of the most influentialmedia in Serbia are registered abroad – in Cyprus, Holland, the CaymanIslands, Luxembourg, Germany, Switzerland, etc.
INTERNET CONTROLIn 2010, the US Army Central Command (CENTCOM), led by GeneralD. Petraeus, announced a competition for so-called virtual managementsoftware that allows 50 real users to control and manage 500 virtualusers, “without the threat of being detected by a trained enemy”(Fielding, Cobain, 2011). The massive control of the world-wide-web bythe Anglo-American intelligence services revealed by Edward Snowden
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was at its peak precisely at the time when D. Petraeus headed the CIA.These are projects such as PRISM (Program for Robotics, IntelligentSensing and Mechatronics), which provides direct access to the serversof such Internet giants as Google, Facebook, Apple, Microsoft, etc., orMUSCULAR (DS-200B)6 and Tempora7, directly penetrating fiber-opticcables. The Serbian study “Invisible Infrastructures: Data Flow” (ShareLab, 2015) clearly shows that a significant portion of Internet traffictoday passes through providers owned by David Petraeus and his SBBnetwork. Ultimately, it became clear that KKR controls a significantnumber of Internet companies, including GoDaddy (hosting), Optiv(cybersecurity), First Data (emoney), and Internet service providers ofthe United Group. Thus, all national traffic in Serbia is now controlled byKKR. One of the owners of KKR, General David Petraeus, plans tocontinue buying up key media and mobile operators in the Balkans, ashe and his partners are most interested in establishing complete controlover the Balkan media and mobile communication systems. 
NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 

AS THE MAIN ACTORS OF WESTERN INFORMATION
EXPANSION IN THE REGIONNon-governmental organizations (NGOs), as actors of informationexpansion today, have a significant impact on the formation of the socialand civil environment in the post-Soviet space. At the same time, theactivities of many local and international non-governmentalorganizations cause deep concern and pose a threat to national andregional security. The main source of funding for such organizations isthe United States, Great Britain, and other NATO countries. Funding isprovided either directly or through private foundations associated with

6 A special computer-tracking program used by the UK Government CommunicationsCenter (GCHQ) and the US National Security Agency (NSA).7 A secret computer-tracking program was created in 2011 and used by the UKGovernment Communications Center (GCHQ) in conjunction with the US NationalSecurity Agency.



the governments and secret services of these countries. Statistics showedthat from 2011 to 2014, non-governmental organizations in Macedonia(USA) invested more than $16 million, not to mention the funding fromUSAID (United States Agency for International Development). Thesefunds were distributed among ninety-six NGOs. Nearly $ 2.2 million hasbeen channelled from the National Endowment for Democracy (NED),and the Soros Foundation has allocated $12.9 million. Another 938,790USD was transferred from the accounts of several other organizations.The office of the Soros Foundation, the Open Society-MacedoniaFoundation, invested in 2016 alone more than $5.3 million in the non-governmental sector of Macedonia, and in just 20 years of the branch’soperation, Soros has invested more than $100 million in the Macedonian“democracy” (Zotiev, 2017).In fact, the activities of many NGOs funded by Western entities oftenrepresent interference in the domestic and foreign policy of a specific state.For example, in Bulgaria, during the 2017 presidential elections, someBulgarian non-governmental organizations sponsored by the SorosFoundation campaigned in the media and called for mass riots if the “wrongcandidate” (Rumen Radev) wins. And America for Bulgaria Foundation(“Америка за България”) paid Bulgarian national television and theprivate Bulgarian television station BTV $30,600 and $26,500, respectively,in order to put a „correct spin“ during the coverage of the electoral strugglebetween Clinton and Trump, that is to the benefit of Clinton (Pshenichnikov,2017). The Soros Foundation has so closely supervised various NGOs inthe Balkans and Eastern Europe and sponsored local media to gain controlover the media space that the activities of the Soros Open SocietyFoundation were almost simultaneously opposed in several countries ofEastern Europe and the Balkans. Soros and his foundation are no longerwelcomed in Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Romania, Macedonia,and Hungary (Rambler News, 2017). 
CONCLUSIONIn this situation, one can expect a deepening of a further split in theEuropean Union itself concerning the main Balkan problems, in
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particular, the Paris-Berlin dispute as well as increasing attention toalternative integration projects in the Balkan capitals, including thoseinvolving Russia, China, and other world powers. The creation of aWestern, primarily American, the infrastructure of information impactin the Balkans is a natural process, which can only be countered bycreating our own infrastructure, all the more so because S.V. Lavrovnoted that the Russian side is interested in participating in theinformation space of the Balkan region (Lavrov, 2018). Unfortunately,Russia’s think tanks carry out their work in these regions onlysporadically, and not enough experts and entities are engaged in thisprocess in contrast to the United States and the European Union. Andthere they are much more in demand by the state. It is necessary toestablish systematic work of expert centres of various profiles, whichwould constantly keep track of the situation in the regions. In April2019, the Bulgarian capital hosted the Balkan Dialogue Forum, one ofthe most successful and popular scientific and educational programs ofthe Alexander Gorchakov Public Diplomacy Support Fund. The BalkanDialogue – 2019 started with a roundtable discussion “Mass Media as aTool of Public Opinion Development and Public Worldview Change inthe Balkans”. During the discussion, the host of the programs“Deconstruction” and “12+3” on the Bulgarian National Radio PeterVolgin lamented that most of the Russia related content released in themedia was openly negative: an authoritarian president, a desire forworld domination, and other similar patterns. And this is anindisputable fact. At the same time, we should keep in mind that theWestern media have recently been losing their reputation as an exampleof honest and professional journalism. Everything that was previouslyproclaimed in the West as a “standard” in the work of the media, namelypluralism of opinions, the so-called “second opinion”, work with facts,rejection of censorship, is now almost completely lost. The informationrealm of the West is now predominated not only by intolerance to otheropinions and someone else’s position, but also direct restrictions on theactivities of competing media. The same applies to what is happeningon the world’s social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. Theconsequence is the loss of public confidence in journalists. According tothe data coming from various sources, one could conclude that the



situation is only getting worse8. During the above-mentioned forum inBulgaria, the chairman of the Union of Journalists of Bulgaria, SnezhanaTodorova, noted in her speech that the country faces serious problemsin terms of freedom of speech. The media very strictly adhere to theinstructions of the EU and NATO, working off their funding, demonizingRussia. And almost nothing is written about Russia’s success in one areaor another, about what ordinary people are concerned about. On theother hand, the volume of Euro-Atlantic publications has grown 16times over the past four years. Nevertheless, S. Todorova shared the dataof sociological research, showing that about 75% of Bulgarians considerRussia a friendly country. This suggests that the post-truth beingpropagated by the Western media mainstream, after all, cannot competewith reality. Therefore, the best way to exert influence by informationis not conducting aggressive propaganda, but taking practical jointefforts in the humanitarian sphere and other areas of mutual interestof the parties involved.
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